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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many sporadic simple groups and simple Chevalley groups over fields of even 
characteristic satisfy the condition (*). 
(*) G is a finite simple group with an involution Z, H = C&Z), E = O,(H) 
such that E is an extraspecia1 group with C,(E) = Z(E). 
The group F described by Harada [3] satisfies (*). In this case we have 
w(E) = 4 and H/E s A, 1 C, . We give a characterization of the group F. 
THEOREM A. Suppose that G satisfies (*) and also 
(i) the width w(E) is 2n, n E BJ. 
(ii) S0,(2n, 4) 5 H/E 5 Aut(S0+(2n, 4)). 
(iii) E/Z(E) is the standard module over GF(2) for the subgroup of H/E 
which is isomorphic with S0+(2n, 4). 
Then either n equals 1, in which case G is a well-known group, OY n equals 2 and 
G is isomorphic with Harada’s simple group F. 
As a consequence of Theorem A and an unpublished theorem which was 
proved independently by J. Thompson and F. Timmesfeld we state 
THEOREM B. Suppose that G satisjies (*) and that the maximal semisimple 
normal subgroup of H/E is neither trivial nor quasisimple. Then G is isomorphic 
with Harada’s simple group F. 
Notation. Throughout the paper G denotes a group satisfying (*). We use 
the bar convention if we take a look at elements and subgroups of H = H/E, 
Section 2 contains some remarks on the standard module over GF(2) for 
S0+(2n, 4). If B is a matrix then ,+l* denotes the transposed matrix for rl. 
Further, the unit mat& with n rows and n columns is denoted by 1 n . 
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2. PwLrhmmy RESULTS 
In this section we denote by I’* a Zn-dimensional orthogonal vectorspace 
over GF(4) of positive type with a base 9* = {vi , wi ; 1 < i < n} such that 
g*(z &wi $ ,uiwJ) = 2 &pi, whereg* is the quadratic form for K*. Let X = 
Aut(v*, g*) and X,, = X’. We have X = 0+(2n, 4) and X,, = S0+(2n, 4). If 
s E S and o E l’*, we denote the image of w under the action of r by +. First of 
all, we describe some well-known properties of the groups 0,(2n, 4). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let x be an element of GL( V*). We fix the base v* of F’* and 
regard x as a matrix 
with {A, B, C, D} C GF(4)11,, . 
(a) The element x is an element of -I’ if and only if the followittr conditions are 
satisfied. 
(i) AB* and CD* are symmetric matrices. 
(ii) 1, = AD* + BC*. 
(iii) (AB*)ii = (CD*)ii = 0 for 1 < i < n. 
(b) The element x is an element of X,, if and only if x E X and 
Zy.j=, (B),,(C), = 0. 
(c) We have X = X,,(h), where h? = I, qk = w1 , wlp = o1 and v .k = zi , 1 
wik = wifor 2 < i < n. 
Notation 2.2. Let T/* be the Zn-dimensional orthogonal vector space 
mentioned above. Fix a E GF(4) with a 6 (0, 1). Put vi’ = azli , w[’ = awi for 
1 ,< i < n. Clearly, k’* is a 4n-dimensional vector space over GF(2) with the base 
{vi , vi’, wi , wi’ j 1 < i < n>. Define (Y, (Y E Homo&GF(4), GF(2)), by a(l) = 1, 
a(a) = 0. Define g(u) = a(g*(v)) if ZI E V. So, v* is an orthogonal G8’(2)- 
vector space of positive type with quadratic form g which we denote by I-. 
We have X < Aut( pY, g) = 0+(4n, 2). S ometimes we write X(V) resp. X( I/*) 
instead of X in order to distinguish 9 as a group of automorphisms of (k: g) 
from X as a group of automorphisms of (V*, g*). 
LEMhlA 2.3. Let n be greater than 1. 
(4 rf cu 1 , u2} C V* with g*(q) = g*(u,), then there exists s E X0 such that 
Ul ‘zu 2’ 
(b) The set of nonzero, singular vectors of (V,g) consists of exactly two 
-&-orbits. Representatives of these orbits are v1 + v,’ and v1 + q’ $- w1 + wl’. 
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(c) The centralizer of wl + Q’ in X( V*) is a split extension of an elementary 
Abelian group C, of order 42+2 by a group C, , C, z 0+(2n - 2,4), where 
n-1 
Cl z= 
\’ B 1 =1 
(A, Bf C GF(4),,.-, , J = ,F, tA)i tB>i 
and C, = Cx(:,wl , wz:;.) f7 Nx(cei, zci , 2 < i < n::). Also, c, < S” and 
C2 f7 X0 gg SOJ2n - 2,4). 
(d) The centralizer C of z’z + 21’~ + usI + w’z in X( V*) is the stabilizer of 
the chain (0) < ‘1~~ -.~ wl;, .< (‘zql + w1 , z’~ , wi ) 2 < i < n’; ,< I-*. We have 
Z(C) = ik’; and C/Z(C) e SP(2n - 2,4). 
L,EMMA 2.4. If n isgreater than 1, then X,, acts irreducibly on V. 
Proof. Let t., 1’ :x: to)-, be a subspace of I7 which is normalized by X0 _ 
Clearly, U contains z’i or a vector u = A(q + w,), X E GF(4)\{0]. In the second 
case c! contains the X,-conjugate ri +- u of u and so we find vi E C’. Therefore, 
IT contains the base L’ of J7. 
I,EMMA 2.5. The group X,, is a subgroup of Aut( k’, g) = O+(V). tf n is greater 
than 1, then we hazle 
(b) C(X,) n O+(V) = (li. 
(b) N(X,) A O+(Jr) = Xct; , where tL = 1, zlif = u’~, alif = w’~ for 
l<i<n. 
Proof. \ve know that C,(C,r(q)) == (z’i , z+r>. Let c be an element of 
C(Xa) 17 GL( I,) and assume that c + 1. Clearly, c acts fixed-point-free on 
{wl ( Z’ll, w1 q- w’,]. We may assume that z’ic = q + z.‘i. The group X0 contains 
an element s such that qx = zci , z,‘is = w’i and q5 = c:i . We get 
wle = q ~= WT” _ Wl + zdl, (Z) + w$ = ZJl + 2’ 1 + Wl * R ‘l. Since g(z’, + 
wl) = 1 + 0 == g(a, + dl + w1 + w’~), we have c $ 0+( 6,). 
Put N == N(XO) n O+(J), w = N/X0 . The group iV contains R and the 
element i described in our lemma. The outer automorphism group of X0 has 
order 4, except for the cases n = 2 and n = 4. If m + (k, i\, then either n = 2 
and m z D, or II = 4 and N s Z, >: S, . In the first case we have C,,(i) L> 
S, x S, which shows i E Z(N) and k we Ri. Now, dim C,(k) = 4 +~ 6 := 
dim C,(k) gives a contradiction. In the second case m contains an element ti 
of order 3 which centralizes z!i + z”r and acts on C = CxO(q + v’i). We may 
assume that ti centralizes C,‘O,(C). Therefore fi centralizes (a, , ~1’~ , =‘1 , zcfi 2 < 
i < 4). Then, ?i centralizes I-, too. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let n begreater than 1 and put AT = AJ(&,) n 0+( Z’). 
(a) We haoe O,(C,(o, + zj’l + wl + wI1)) = (k). 
(b) If O,(C,(c, + o’~)) g O,(C,(q + v’J), then n == 2 and k*t E 
02(CN(v1 + dJ>, where v:‘ = ul, v’f‘ = zl’l, p(r:* E q , zc’f’ == ~0’~. 21:’ = w2, 
zlrk* 
2 = zdz, and (k*)2 = I. 
Proof. We know that the group CX(z’i + v’r -+ zcl i- w’r) is isomorphic 
with C, x SP(2n - 2, 4). Also, C,(a, + v’, +- wi + ZU’J is a faithful, split 
extension of Cx(v, + ~t’i + 2~‘~ + w’J by (t,), which shows that (a) holds. 
Put C = C,(V, + ~1’~) and U = O,(C). We have C,v(e’, + zl’i) = C::t,,,. The 
element t does not centralize U. Also L: is the (472 - 4)-dimensional GF(2)- 
standard module for C = C/U e 0+(2n - 2, 4). Further, t preserves the rele- 
vant quadratic form on U. If n is greater then 2, then Lemma 2.5(a) shows that 
O,(N/c’) is trivial. If II equals 2 then the lemma might be verified by straight- 
forward computation. 
3. A PROOF FOR THEOREM A 
Notation 3.1. In this section we assume that G satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem A. Recalling the results given in [2, 61 we also assume that n is greater 
than I. We put E = (ei , e,‘, fi , fi’ ! 1 ,< i ,< n,. , Z(E) = ~12: and H,, = H’E such 
that i7, is isomorphic with S0+(2n, 4). 11’ e identify the group f7u with the 
group X0 described in Section 2 and R with the corresponding subgroup of the 
group N introduced in Lemma 2.6. We choose the elements ei , e’: , f, , f li in such 
a way that the mapping vi - e,(z), zvi’ + e,‘(z,:, wi -+ f,./z I, zc’; ---f f ‘,(z > defines 
an isomorphism of V onto E/Z(E) as an a,,,-module. 
As a corollarv of Lemma 2.3(b) we state 
LEMMA 3.2. There are exactly three H-classes of involutions in E. Representa- 
tzaes are z, x == elell , and e = elell fi f II . 
LEMMA 3.3. The imobtion e is not conjugated to z in G. 
Proof. Put D = Cc(e), c’ = O,(D), W = CT n H and W0 = Un H,, . 
Suppose that e mG z. MJe consider Lemmas 2.3(d) and 2.6(a) and compute 
1 1.7 j : 1 IV 1 < j G: (D n H)j2 = I?“-1, j R' j > / CT 1 : 23-l = 23~+2. This 
gives i W, 1 3 2Pn+1, which implies z E IV0 . Then j H n U I 2 24” and / W0 1 >, 
241zp1. This yields w’, 2 (t:‘, E’\ = ie, zy,, which is not true. 
LEMMA 3.4. We have 
(a) {z” j g E Gj n E q f (z). 
(b) The involution x is conjugated to z in G; we have n = 2 and kt E H. 
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Proof. Statement (a) follows from a result of Aschbacher and Smith proved in 
[I, 51. From (a) and Lemmas 3.2, 3.3 we conclude x bc z. Suppose that state- 
ment (b) is false. Then Lemma 2.6 shows that O,(C,(r)) is a subgroup of 
O,(CHO(x)). Put C = Cc(x), K = O,(C) and II’ = K n H. We find ; I&. 1 > 2411. 
Clearly I+.;’ = (s‘: and (W n E)’ = iI>,. Now, W n E is an elementary Abelian 
group which is normalized by C n H. It follows that W n E is contained in 
(R, e, , fi f’,>. VVe have i II’n E < 8 and , W(C n E)! 2 (2*?l . 2”“): 2” = 28n-3. 
This gives a contradiction since ~ O,(C n Ho)1 = 28n-4. 
LEMMA 3.5. We have n = 2 and H = H,,(kt /. 
Proof. If the lemma is false then N = 2 and H = H&k, t>,. We may assume 
that k2 E C(E) = ,;z’,. Clearly, K centralizes an element of order 4 in (e,, e’,, 
fi , f ‘.& . So, let k be an involution. Suppose that z is conjugated to k in G and put 
K = O,(C,(k)), II; = K n H, . We find O,(C,(k)) == C,(K) x (kl?. Further, 
W’, < K’ n E’ = (I, ‘. This gives j Ii’,, < 2* and z $ W,, . The group C,o(k) 
contains an element of order 5 which centralizes II’,, . This yields / IPs : < 4 and 
1 K . Cl, (k)i2 > (2g 2Q): 1 Wg ;? 216 wh’ h. ic 1s not possible. We get B SC k. The 
same ariument shows z SC zk which gives Sk E Syl,(C,(k)). A result of Yoshida 
[7] yields that there exists an involution h in H,(kt) such that CH(t) contains a 
Sylow-2-subgroup of C,(t) and kg = h for some suitableg E G. We find (k, ,z:,R = 
(t, a>. Since g $ H we have z” = tz and (zk)g = 8. This is not true. 
Now, we fix the notation D = Co(e) and L: = O,(D). 
LEnrzt.4 3.6. The group D is not contained in H. 
Proof. Clearly, O,(Co(s)) n E = (s, e, , fi f ‘r;. which gives e E O,(Cc(x)). 
The number of G-conjugates of e in O,(Co(x)) equals the number of G-con- 
jugates of e in E which is 1 H : C,(e)l. This yields i H : C’,(e); I= ~ Co(s): 
Cc;(!s, e,:)! and 1 == i H 1 : 1 Co(x)I =: CH(e)i : / Co((x, e>)l. If the lemma is 
false, then C,(<x,e ,) == C,,((.u,ej) and C,(e) = C,((x,eI>). But e,KH(x)‘CN(e). 
1.mmI.t 3.7. The group D n H contains a Sylow-2-subgroup of D. 
Proof. R’e compute Cc(e) L (ei * ie, , f2‘? * (e’s, f’& * <elf1 , fif’,:,. 
Choose S, E Syln(CH(e)). Then Z(S,) = C,(e) = (,e, zl,. If S, $ Sylz(D), then 
x ,x se, which contradicts z + e. 
LEMMA 3.8. We have O,(D) = ::el. 
Proof. The group H,, contains an element h of order 5 which acts on E/Z(E), 
identified with the fourdimensional GF(4)-vector space with the base {vi , vq , 
ZCl ) we:, in the following way: 
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We check C(h) n C,(e) = (e, * (elfi, eJ2ele’,). We have U < C,(e). Clearly, 
C:’ = al(U) = (I>. In particular we find 1 U 1 < 32. This gives U < C(h) 
and so cr < Q,(C(h) n D n E) = ,‘e, z.‘/. If x E L! then z hD ze, which is not 
the case. 
LEMMA 3.9. The group b =I D/(el; contains a normal subgroup isomorphic 
with the Higman-Sims simple group HS. 
Proof. Let fi’i be a minimal normal subgroup of b with d + (1:‘. If &i is 
solvable, then D contains an elementary Abelian normal subgroup K of odd 
order, K t ( I>. The 4-group ,:a, e,;; acts on K such that 1 K 1 . ( C,((z, e,‘>)12 = 
1 C,(z)’ . 1 C,(e,)! . j C,(e,z)! holds. Since C,(z) < O(D n H) = (lb, e, -D e,z 
and et %c z we find 1 K / = / CK(e,)12 E {9, 25). In each case, 2’ does not divide 
1 Aut(K)I. Therefore C,,,(K) F <e). Put C = C&K). We have z $ C and 
[C,DnE],(Cn(DnE)‘==(i~. This gives C<Z(DnE)=<e,z), a 
contradiction. 
VVe know that C,(5) = 0%. Now, A is the direct product of isomorphic 
- 
non-.4belian simple groups. Also dl n H is the centralizer of d in A, is a normal 
subgroup of Dx and contains a Sylow-2-subgroup of 117. We find that G 
is one of the groups (Z>, <t?tj,>, (Erji> * (:a, L) * (i’, , y,& q = F, F(t$Z,) or 
an extension of F or F<t?$‘,) by a group isomorphic with A, or S, . In each case, 
the center of a Sylow-2-Subgroup of A? is cyclic. Therefore A? is a non-Abelian 
simple group. Recalling the characterization of simple groups with Sylow-2- 
subgroups of order at most 2r”, given in [2, 61, we find that C&H) is isomorphic 
with an extension of F by a symmetric group S, and that @ is isomorphic with 
the Higman-Sims simple group HS. 
LEnrnrA 3.10. The group G is isomorphic with Harada’s simple group F. 
Proof. Let M be the inverse image of the group A? introduced in LeEma 3.9. 
Clearly 113 g C, x HS. So M is isomorphic with the double cover HS of the 
group HS. Further, we find C,(M) = (e) and 1 D: AI ( = 2. Now, the structure 
of the groups D’, D/Z(D) and of a Syl ow-2-subgroup of D is known. We are able 
to identify D with the centralizer of a non-2-central involution in F. Our lemma 
follows from a result of Harada [3]. 
4. A PROCF FOR THEOREM B 
Throughout this section, we assume that G satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem B. 
First of all, we state a theorem which was proved independently by 
J. Thompson and F. Timmesfeld. 
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THEOREM 4.1. (Thompson, Timmesfeld). Suppose that a group X satisjies 
the conditions of our Theorem B. Then the width of E equals 4 and H/E contains 
a normal subgroup isomorphic mith A, 1 C, 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a group isomorphic zcith As I. C, such that B, , B, are 
distinct direct factors of L’, Bi s d, . 
(a) The group L posseses exactly six nonequivalent irreducible GF(2)modules. 
(b) The group L posseses exactly three nonequivalent, irreducible, orthogonal, 
eight-dimensional GF(2)-modules V, 1 T,‘, , r*3 
Let X&k), Ir’,(ht’j be the groups isomorphic with -4, 1 C, introduced in 
Lemmas 2.1(c) and 2.5(b). Let Z,* be the vector space described in 2.2. 
If we identify L with the group S,(k;,, then we may identify VI with I7 as 
L-modul. If we identify L with the group X,(/d;?, then we may identify r-Z with 
I/’ as an L-module. 
Let It’ be the four-dimensional, irreducible GF(2)-module for B, , such that 
B, acts intransitively on the set W\,(O). Th en ra is completely reducible as an 
L’-module and isomorphic to the direct sum of W and the four-dimensional, 
trivial module regarded as a B,-module. 
Proof. Statement (a) follows from a theorem of Berman quoted from [4]. 
Clearly, the modules I; , L.-Z , Va described in the lemma are irreducible GF(2)- 
modules for L. Let WI be the four-dimensional irreducible GF(2)-modul for B, 
such that B, permutes transitively the elements of Wt\jO}. Then there exists an 
irreducible,eight-dimensionalGF(2)-module: Vd for L such that V, is isomorphic 
with the direct sum of IV, and the four-dimensional trivial module regarded as 
a B,-module. Now, let Wbe the module mentioned in the lemma, w’ the four- 
dimensional trivia1 module for B, . Let g be an element of L\L’ and fix bases 
2 = {WI, zc2, w3, ZQ], ii?’ == {zdl, zd2, wr3, w’~) of W, W’ such that for every b, 
b s B, , the matrix representation of b on We is the same as the matrix represen- 
tation of P on W’ 2’. Define (wi @ ZU’~)Y to be equal with zuj @ w’~. By straight- 
forward computation we check that W @ TV’ is an irreducible GF(2)- 
module for L. Wre have described the five different, nontrivial, irreducible 
GF(2)-modules for L. Now, it is easy to verify that (b) holds. 
LEMiUA 4.3. (a) The width qf E equals 4 and A contains a normal subgroup 
H,, isomorphic with A, 1 C, . 
(b) Thegroup E/Z(E) is not isomorphic with V, regarded as an &module. 
Proof. We have already stated (a) in Theorem 4.1. Suppose that (b) is false. 
Let E be the central product of extraspecial groups F and F* of order 25 which 
are normal subgroups of H’E. \I’e choose elements ei resp. ei*, I < i < 5, inF 
resp. F* such that (e,(z’.,! 1 ,< i < 4) is a base for F/(z),, {ei*(z,) I < i < 4) is a 
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base forF*/<z), e, = e, + e, + e3 + e, , es* = e,* + e,* + e,* + ea* and the 
elements in ej(z> and e,*(z) are exactly the involutions in F U F*. Let H, = 
H/E(k), where eik = e,*, 1 < i < 4, and ka E C(E). We have either H = HO or 
H = H,(Y), where r induces an outer automorphism on each direct factor of R’ 
which is isomorphic with ‘4,. 
Assume that z is conjugated to e = elel in G. Put c’ = O,(Cc(e)), W’ -= (,’ n H, 
15’” = U n E. We find CHO(e)/CE(e) z .-I, 1 C, . Clearly W -5 78, K’,,’ = ,‘I 
and / Wh 1 < 25. This gives WI’,(e) = O,(C,(e)). Therefore, C&F*!iz >) 
contains elements s1 , .Q such that s1 acts on the set {ei!z: ) as the permutation 
(e1)(eze3)(eae5), E as the permutation (e1)(e2e4)(e3e5). We find [[I,; , i:sl , s,)] --_ 
<e“ n F = s< 1: . This gives W, < (:z, e, ,, F*. A similar argument shows U; < 
iz, e,*)F. Now, EL Q C,(e) yields W,, < /z, e’,,. This contradicts , II’: 
W” 1 ,< 21. 
Nest, we check that C,u(eJC,(e,) is isomorphic with -4, i: -4, . If we assume 
z xc e, and if we put TV = O,(Cc(e,)) n H, W, == TV n E, then we get 
1V” = :~I,> and i W: SV, j < 4. Now, ( W, 3 2: implies &; = 2” and z E II;, 
This gives 1 O,(Cc(e,)) : W; < 2, which yields a contradiction. 
Noticing that CH0(ele2el*ez*)/CE(e,e,e,*e,*) is isomorphic with S, 1 C’, , 
it is easy to prove that z is not conjugated to e,e,e,*e,* in G. The result of 
Aschbacher and Smith in [I, 51 yields a contradiction. 
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